DESCRIPTION OF STRAIGHT RAZOR ANATOMY

Orientation used in the description: the handle to the right, blade to the left, cutting edge pointing
downwards. Kopf/Point/Bout/Punta: the left end of the blade. Blade, with a
Ruecken/Back/Dos/Lomo, the part of the blade opposite the cutting edge, and an
Schneide/Cutting edge/Tranchant/Corte (pointing downwards). Erl/Tang/talon/Espiga: the
complete non-cutting metal part fixed to the blade, serving as a grip for the index, middle, ring,
and little finger. Doppelansatz/Double stabilizing piece/Double piece stabilisatrice/Doble pieza
estabilizadora: two close parallel vertical rims situated where the tang continues to the cutting
part on the knife. Sometimes there is only one stabilizing piece. Kranzangel/Decorated tang/Talon
decore/Espiga decorada: some sort of art where the blade stops and the tang begin.
Schale/Handle/Manche/Cacha: the part of the razor that contains the blade when closed.
Sometimes it has an Einlage/Inlay/Marque/Marca (text, mark on the handle). Steg/Center
plug/Rivet central/Remanche estabilizador: the middle plug on the handle; Hohlung/Hollow
ground/Evidage/Filo Concavo: the biconcave form of the blade in transection view.
Goldaetzung/Gold etching/Gravure doree/Grabado Dorado: the mark or text on the blade.
Zeichen/Trade mark/Marque/Marca, the mark/text graved on the tang. The Ridge/Der Wall:
parallel to the back and the edge, running from point to the stabilizing piece, is a thickening of the
blade, the purpose of which is to stabilize against torsion in the horizontal plane, and to give the
edge elasticity. The stabilizing piece gives the blade torsion resistance in the vertical plane. If the
ridge is close to the edge, it is called =BC hollow ground, the lowest grade of hollow ground; if it is
close to the back, it is called 1/1 or full hollow ground; =BD and =BE are in-between. More on
grind types below.
TYPES
Flat and hollow-ground: Derbes Messer/Flat ground/Le rasoir plein: the cross section of the blade
is a triangular shape; Hohl/Full hollow ground/Creux/Concavo: biconcave cross-section;
something in between (1/2 or =BE hollow).
BLADES
round point/Rundkopf: the point is rounded. Square point/Gradkopf: the point is square, forming a
spike at the transition between point and cutting edge. Something in-between: Franzkopf Blade
sizes (width) are: 3/8", 4/8", 5/8", 6/8", 7/8".

